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lately and also to confer on the matter with the cabinets of the allied
Balkan nations. The text of the note
follows: "The Ottoman government
having approached the great powers
of Europe to ask their mediation, we
'are charged to inquire of your ex
cellency if Bulgaria is disposed to
accept this mediation and if so, to
jwhat conditions her acceptance will
Iwj subject."
Belgrade, Servia, Nov. 14. A report
that the Turkish fort at Adrianople
has fallen before the attack of the
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HE CORROBORATES
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circles.
Rieka, Montenegro, Xov. II. King1
Nicholas of Montenegro, gave a curt!
and pointed reply to the Austro-Hun- garian minister when he made repre- sentations with reference to Montenegro's action against Alessio and the;
His
port of San Giovanni Medua.
majesty, admitting that lie had no
authority from his allies to give a de-finite answer on the subject, con- tinned:
j
"For my part at once eniphaticnl-- :
lv reject even the suggestion that the
two Serb Kingdoms will not be al-lowed to occupy Ciovamii de Medua
and Alessio. all 1Ue more so as at
present neither Turkey nor Autonom-- '
1
ous Albania exists.
consequently
consider the communication of the
minister null and
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New York, Xov. 14. Harry Horth Turkotherwise known as "Gyp the
owitz,"
durish armies beaten in every battle
Blood."
the dandy of the four gun-- l
behind
now
war
and
the
mouth's
ing
defendn
nu
on
trial charged with murdering
the fortifications at Tchatalja
Herman Rosenthal at Charles Ileck-- i
ing the capital of the empire, the
Ottoman government has appealed
ei's bidding, tool; the witness stand
to Bulgaria for an armistice pending
today and swore that the shots in
'front of the Meiropolo, were fired by
the opening of negotiations for peace
Harry Vallon. "llridgie" Webber, in-- ;
according to an official dispatch refor the state, and a third man
formers
today.
ceived from Constantinople
mysteriously unnamed.
What terms, if any, Turkey lias proHe denied every
incriminating
posed have not been disclosed. They
statement made by "Bald Jack" Rose
must, however, in the opinion of diand said he and his companions did
plomats, be unlimited if they are to
not even henr of the murder until sevWith
to
Bulgaria.
prove acceptable
en hours after it had occurred. They
Constantinople, Nov. 14. The Turk-- !
the last defenses on Constantinople
were within a stone's throw of the
exare
un-naval gunners
doing great
almost in her hands, Bulgaria is
scene, whither they had gone at the
ex- - ecution among the Bulgarian troops
to
armistice
consent
to
any
likely
stranger's invitation, he said, and fled
cent nn conditions giving her full mili-- attacking the Tchatalja fortifications,
w hen
they heard the shots,
to
coma
the
from
according
report
tary advantage.
under the questioning of his
"Gyp,"
mander of the Turkish cruiser HamiTurkey will have the support of
attorney, told of being in Webber's
'
off
The
squadron
lying
Bogodas,
in
her request
the European powers
poker room with Rose, Schepps, Valon. the coast of the sea of Marmora, he
for a cessation of hostilities. The
lon, Cirofici and a strange man whom
found the range at from 8000 to
he did not know.
representatives of the various na- says,
Webber went out with the stranger.
tions at Sofia have now received full 8500 yards and poured such a wither-but the two returned in fifteen minu-- '
instructions regarding the proposal of ing hail of shells into the Bulgariantes. The stranger was a man about
mediation and they held a meeting ranks that the besiegers were forcfive feet ft or 10 inches tall, of stocky
at noon today to discuss the method ed to retire from their positions atTchiftikdere and Dranbuild, and wore a black slouch hat.
to be adopted for making the corn- - Diermontepe,
a
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"Gyp" was not allowed to tell what
to
Turkish
the
of
request
municatiou
and withdraw behind the heights.;
the stranger said.
the Bulgarian cabinet.
J
suffered great losses.
The four gunmen left the power
The armistice asked for by Turkey
rooms with the stranger, "Gyp" said.
at
the'
will affect only the fighting
"Dago" Frank said he was going
Tchatalja fortifications while the step MXLUNG QUITS
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The Little Store
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EXHIBIT

GREAT

nr.

ii
Hk VI

IS ALMOST

WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

Thanksgiving Turkeys,
Good to

Everything

3

IT

Eat

Dinner.

Gone By Morning.

for Thanksgiving

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

WHOLESALE

w mi
S il 1 l! S

m

wu wm mi

wmim
'I i

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
ALFALFA

SEED.

All kinds

STOCK FOOD.

INTERNATIONAL

of flowers,

f arden &

field seeds in bulk and packages

45

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT

OF CRICHTON."

Phone One Double

O

Fancy Egg

J.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

eal

WHOLESALE

Wood

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews

Star.

Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 26c and 50c
Short Orders at All Hours.
BY
THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
French Noodle Order 1 0c. a dlaa,
xw York Chop Suey We.

From
RARRANPA Tfl TAHQ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
of

the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other

hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Tsamt
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wlro Knbude

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
EDAM CAMTA

.Will Jrtllli

EE To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and

IL

all points in New Mexico, Ari- zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

The

SANTA

"OLD-NE-

FE"

AT

OLD PALACE

This morning was commenced the
Santa Fe
installation of the new-olexhibition to be opened here next
Monday evening at !':3U o'clock with
a reception at which the
visiting
Scottish Rite Masons will be the
guests of honor. Full particulars of
this function will appear 'in a later
issue.

hast night the model of the old
San Miguel church was completed.
This exhibit will be of particular interest because of the age of the
church as well as its well known historical associations. The model is
10 feet long, 4 feet wido; and about 2
feet in height. The church has been
reconstructed not as it is today but
da it, was before the present repairs,
The chief differences are in the western facade or front of the building,
Originally the tower had three stories
and the large stone buttresses one
Isee3 today were lacking in former
times. Formerly there was a "campo
santo" (cemetery) in front of the
church surrounded by an adobe wall,
;
jThis inclosure was entered by a pic-turesque gateway on the western
side over which stands the emblem of
the cross.
Within the enclosure there were
the customary graves surrounded by
small wooden fences, one of which
has been reproduced in the model to
be exhibited.
Another interesting
feature of the model is the row of
rooms along the southern side, the
westernmost of which was originally
used for depositing the bodies of the
dead during the prayeis and services
held at night for the repose of their

NEWS NOTES FROM
State College, Nov. 14. Santa Fe is
well represented this year ut the
State College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts, eight students being en-

rolled from there. Charles Elliott
and Dillman Kinsell are two appointees under the territorial act, and
both are now finishing up their last
year of appointment. Elliott is enrolled as a commercial student this year,
taking stenography. Kinsell is in the
is
which
class,
third preparatory
equivalent to the jurior year of high
school. Miss Felicltas and Gustav
Kaune, daughter and son of H. S.
Kaune, and both graduates of the
Santa Fe high school, are now taking
their second year of work at the college. Miss Felicitas is a sophomore
in the domestic science course and
souls.
Gustav is doing special work in the
At the eastern end cf this tier ot
commercial department, with the rank
rooms was the sacristy which has alof sophomore. Misses Pauline Kinthe
sell and Charlotte Weintge entered so been reproduced. Altogether
imin
an
all
will
fix
model
time
for
the college last September and are
of
the
the
memory
perishable way
taking work in the stenography de- old
church.
partment. While Goebel and William
The model is made of plaster of
Mueller are two more students from
Santa Fe who enrolled for the first paris on a framework of wood and
tfme last September. The former is metal lath and is the handiwork of
n senior preparatory student and the Percy Adams well known in this
latter a first preparatory student in city, and formerly of Greeley, Colo.
the course in agriculture. The Santa Mr .Adams accompanied the expedi-to
Fe young people in attendance at the tion of the School of Archaeology
State College are giving an expection- - Guatemala three years ago as surveyor and while there he contracted
ally good account of themselves.
President W. E. Garrison and Direc- - malaria which on his return to the
tor Luther Foster have gone to Atlan--i states nearly proved fatal.
The exhibition will occupy three
ta, Ga., to attend the annual meeting
- j rooms at the western" end of the Old
of
Association
the
AgriAmerican
of
cultural Colleges and Experiment Sta-- Palace of the Governors, namely,
tions which is being held there. They the library, the Rito de los Frijoles
go as representatives of the New Mex- room and the reception room.
WHAT IT CONSISTS OF.
ico State College and Experiment StaThe exhibition will consist of:
tion.
(1) Models in plaster of paris of
Clarence Thomas, a freshman in the
New Mexico State College, won first historic buildings and projected imprize in the state intercollegiate ora- provements about Santa Fe.
(2) Enlarged photograpns of points
torical contest held at Albuquerque
during the annual meeting of the Edu- of interest about the city particularly
cational association. Thomas' oration, views illustrating the Santa Fe style
which was entitled "Our Unguarded of architecture which Is the keynote
Gates," dealt with the immigration of this exhibition.
(3) A large relief map of the city,
problem, and was so well delivered
that he received the unanimous vote the first of its kind ever attempted
of the judges for first place. Thomas for Santa Fe, and which will prove
was one of the members of the college invaluable when the sewage system
debating team which won the debate which is now a matter of months
on woman suffrage with the State Uni- rather than years, is installed.
(4) A large map of the city to acversity last year.
company the relief map showing the
revised naming of the streets as proFIRST SHIPMENT
posed by the city planning board.
OF THE SEASON In renaming the city's highways It
has been the practice of the board to
names in so
utilize Spanish-AmericaN.
M.
Mr.
R.
Mrs.
and
Cloudcroft,
those
and
as
far
particularly
possible
D. lliller and the baby returned to
Cloudcroft Monday after a very pleas- which have a special historic Interant visit to Chicago, points in Indiana est here in Santa Fe such as "Onate"
and other eastern places. Mr. lliller Trail," "Paseo Coronado," "Calle
and "Calle Real de San Franwho is agent for the El Paso & Southwestern system here, has been taking cisco."
(5) A series of loaned exhibits conhis vacation and spent the time in the
sisting chiefly of paintings and archl- north and east.
Mr. lirinkerhoff, traveling auditor
for the lil Paso & Southwestern system arrived in Cloudcroft Monday to
check out K A. Carter, who has been
agent at this point during the absence
ot R. D. Hiller on his vacation. Mr.
itiller is being checked in and will
resume his duties at once.
Scott B. Williams returned Monday
from Alamogordo where he has been On
since Saturday on business. While
there he was the guest of Dean Sher-

The highest point of woman's happiness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet tho mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering InciBut for
dent to its consummation.
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It Iz an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act "with, beneficial and soothing effect c:i those portions of the
It is intended to
system inve ved.
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, tho suffering through s hich the mother usually
passes. Tho regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it afrords before, and the helpful restoration to health and strength
after baby comes.
it brings t:-,Mother's F; iond
Is for sale at

drug
write

stores.

for our
free book far
expectant moth
ers which contains mucn vaiuaDie
information, and many suggestions ol
a helpful nature.

Oter-min,-

Scottish Rite

Nov. 24th.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
SANTA

FEIUL

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE

N. M

GrapeNuts

ry-

EUGENE FOX,

J.F.RHOADS

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
A

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Make if our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagssto be had
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER

nt

AND

FOR HARD COAL

YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This Is the
stove for the home, the office uitd all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

Mica doorn are extra larjje fitted In recessed grooves, perfect Ut.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Radiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

14.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlwtt, Cs.

in the
Santa Fe style.
Finally, tliete will be a series of
"triplicate" pictures which will be
explained ia a later issue.
From the foregoing it will be readily seen that this exhibition is of
Santa Fe, and for Santa Fe. And as
such it is worthy of the support of
every Santa Fean.

tects' drawings of structures

LIGHT

i

TOWN IS "SHOT UP."
Marion, Ohio, Nov. 14. Infatuated
with the fourteen-year-oldaughter
of Mrs. John K. Harris, and angry
because he had been forbidden to
visit the girl, Elliott Swift Nimmo, 27
years old, of Mansfield, according to
the police visited the Harris home
and asked to see his child sweetheart.
When Mrs. Harris protested Nimmo is alleged to have shot at her.
Niinmo then ran. He shot out several
window panes and seriously wounded
James Wolfe, when the latter sought
to capture him. Nimmo later gave
himself up.

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

The range in temwas from 27 to 53
degrees and the average relative humidity for the day wos 43 per cent.
Yesterday was clear and a pleasant
day.

POWER

THESE DAYS OF MODERN

The

Weather

perature yesterday

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the!
City of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De
cember, A. D. 1SS6.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family pills for
n

riiinjnnrutruru-L-

METH-

IN ODS,

d

N'

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, Vour toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

uanruxruTxiirij ring
5

ItH

Rooms With Bath

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

BUY YOUR

COFOE
IN THE BERRY

And Have It Ground
to Your Individ-

m

m

This food not only tastes
aood. but contains true
nourisement.
It furnishes all the rich
nutrition of whole wheat
and malted barley the
brain and muscle building
elements that make sound
minds and sound bodies.

Grape-Nut- s

Ask the Grocer.

OUR

'

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

NEW

ELECTRIC MILL!
NOTICE

Our Coffees are the Best.
Our Methods of Handling
Them the Best. Our Priees
,

the Best.
'4

Js!

7t

2!

7i

FOR PUBLICATION,

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOD
A Number of

Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct. 15, 1912.

Thoroughbred

Notice is herety given that Frutosc
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico,
who, on May 20, 1908, made Homefor NE,
stead EuVy No.
Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
to make
filed notice tt intention
final A)of, to establish claim to
the land abov described, be for i Register or Receive.- -. U. S. Land Office at
Mexico, on th-- j 5th
Santa Fe, Ne
rluy of December, 1912.
witnesses:
as
Claimant names
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy- New Mexico.

Fresh Shipment of
HEINZ SAUER KRAUT,
CHOW-CHO-

IN BULK,

& MINCE MEAT

JUST

IN

CANDIES
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.

-

MANUEL

Register.
NOTICE

rvnniuxruwiuxjvxnnixrinnnnr

uul

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U .S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Oct:
10, 1912.

Postura Cereal Company, Llmild,
Battle Creek, Mich., O. S. A.

R. OTERO,

Notice is hereby given that Pino
VlUanueva, ot Galisteo, N. M., who on
Sept 21st, 1907, made Homestead En

y

Cockerels

For sule at

$1.50 to $3.00
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD

06557-1434-

15c the package.

ocrats will have a celebration at the

capitol tonight, with speeches in
Rot ao. in the New Mexican English and Spanish and music by the
sees more people In one day than you First Regiment band. There will be
a parade at 7:30.
can see in a month. Try one.

ON

There's a Reason
for

THE ALBANY HOTEL

ual Taste

Quickly

gWest

The Original and Only Absolutely

n

J. C. Jones was in Cloudcroft Monday from his ranch near here.
For Rates and Full lnformation'Address
Mrs. A. E. Bassett, wife of A. E.
Bassett who conducts the pool hall
G. F. & P. AGENT,
barber shop has arrived in Cloudcroft
EL PASO, TEXAS.
and Mr. and Mrs. Bassett will keep
house at the "Wheeler" cottage on
Glorietta avenue.
The first car of oats this season was
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
shipped Monday, the 31th, by the
Cloudcroft Trading company to the
Step Ladders,
Carrizozo Trading company at Carrl-zozN. M. F. S. Riggs, manager of
Re-Union,
Ironing Tables,
the Cloudcroft Trading company
states that the oats shipped are of a
Kitchen Cabinets,
' DEDICATION OF
very fine quality, raised in James and
Cox canons and run about 44 pounds
Counters,
Shelving to the bushel. This firm will
Scottish Rite Cathedral,
ship an- If
see
see
little
and
how
car
me,
not,
other
Friday. Practically all the
SANTA FE, N. M.
it will cost to have things right. farmers in this section have thrashed
November 17th to 21st, 1912.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and their oat crops and will now begin to
attended to.
ship. The oat crop is one of the most
promptly
Fare From
One and One-Fif- th
in the Sacramento moun-- ,
important
Saws
Our
of
Filinf
Specialty.
All Points In New Mexico.
tains and many cars are shipped from
Cloudcroft during the season.
Dates of Sale, .Nov. Ii to 20,1912.
.

H.&LUTZ. Afent,

OF

The Weak
Build Up

Best
Route

Return Limit,

WILL SEE MODELS AND PICTURES

1

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

Leaves Barranca on the arrival

FEANS

SANTA

j

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

NIGHT

j

Wood

oal

Furred Tongue, Bad Taste,
gestion, Sallow Skin and Miserable
Headaches come from a torpid liver
and clogged bowels, which cause
your stomach to become filled with
undigested food, which sours and ferments like garbage in a swill barrel.
That's the first step to untold misfoul gases, bad
ery indigestion,
breath, yellow skin, mental fears,
everything that is horrible and nauseating. A Cascaret tonight will give
your constipated bowels a thorough
cleansing and straighten you out by
morning. They work while you sleep
box from your druggist
a
will keep you feeling good for months.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then to keep their
stomach, liver and bowels regulated,
and never know a miserable moment.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a good, gentle cleansing
too.

STATE COLLEGE

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

ON MONDAY
Indi-

Ell GROCERY GO
I

READY

Headache, Sour Stomach,
Biliousness and Bad Taste

Chickens and Other Fowls

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

j

BOWEL CLEANSER

NOV. 14, 1912.

THURSDAY,

$3.00 to $5.00
Charles A. Wheelon
PHONE

204

J

Secfor SW
9
E..
Range
Township
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
at Stanley, N. M., on the 22d day ot
1912.
November,
'
as witnesses:
Claimant names
Estevan Encinas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, ot Galisteo, N. M.; Antonio VlUanueva, Galisteo, N. M.; Jose
VlUanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

try

No.

tion

14,

1--

1205G-0483-

13 N.,

t

.

I

THURSDAY,

PAGE THRES
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eOMMUNI
CATION

1

YOU

into a suit. You can get
the very best of material. You can
get the latest style garment,

I

Are You Nervous?

To the Progressives of New Mexico:
On behalf of the state progressive
committee and myself, as its chair-- j
man, I desire at this time to thank

What makes you nervous?

It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

In this state!
and assistance ren-- i
'rtered the progressive party and this'
.committee, during the campaign just

eery loyal progressive
for the support

closed.

EVENING SLIPPERS
new DRESS

some

We're showing
very
The progressive party in New Mex- will be of
has come to stay and the work will
FOOTWEAR
has been made in a crowded sweat shop.
go on with renewed vigor and con-- ;
If it has been made with a thousand others.
to
Society People. 44 Every
fidence.
The showing made by our:
If it has not been made to fit you.
candidates for congress and presiden- man and every woman
goes
tial electors was a complete surprise
!
Shoes
Dress
our
will
seeing
enjoy
and has demonstrated their strength
To
ana popularity witn me people, mat
How Can You
e did not sweep them on to victory
was due solely to the severe handMrs. Grace Former, of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
icaps under which the new party in
the lines worked into it to fit you when the very laws of
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
New Mexico was launched. We were
nature say that there are no two persons exactly alike?
without even funds to properly
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
we had no political offices at
It stands to reason that you cannot get anything to fit
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
our disposal; we were opposed by the
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
two
old parties both of which were
Dress Shoes in Dull or Bright Kid, Cloth or Kid Tops, and
you as we will fix you up. .We have spent our whole life
with standing armies in ev-- I
.equipped
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I
and are learning every day. How are the sweat shop
ery precinct of the state, and we
beautifully made. Dress Pnmps with large, flat bows,
know it saved my life." It is the best tonic for women.
were without representation on the
workers? Do they have any interest in you.? No, if you
of
the finest we've ever seen.
from
suffer
Do you
any the pains peculiar to women?
'election bonds. Therefore, I feel that
want individuality, then come to where you can see with
It
Ask
will
Cardui.
Take
you.
your
help
druggist.
we have no apologies to make,
One thing is certain, the results of
your eyes how the work is done, by whom it is done, and
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
book. "Home Treatment for Women." sent free. J 50
for Special Instructions, and
this election have driven forever from
when you place the garment on your back, you know what
power, a set cf political bosses who
you have.
have scuttled one of the greatest po-parties that the world has ever!
jlitical
All of this you get and you need not pay one cent more
known and out of it has been born
jthe great progressive party -- tho party
than what you are asked to pay for the ready mades.
of principles, and the party of the.
Judge for yourself which you want.
people and it will endure so long as it
adheres strictly to the principles upon
which it has been so quickly and so
successfully founded.
I urge upon all county and city or- Dress Ties, Pumps and Slippers in almost endless variety.
by the democratic house.
(By Gilsou Gardner.)
was
division
same
In
senate
the
Nov.
As
the
the
H.
D.
jganizations to stand by your colors
C,
Washington,
Lsathjrs of Bright or Dull Kid, Velvet and Satins in all
land await the outcome in nation and result of the late political shake-up- .
precipitated by the A!d; ich tariff fight,
slate like true soldiers of a cause that some familiar tories will be missed Opposed to the Ahlrich ring were such
colors, Cubian or French Heels. A regular beauty
is higher than public oflice or
men as Dolliver, Clapp, Bristovv and
public from the next congress.
show of handsome footwear!
honors.
La Folletle . Taft took the Aldricb
Among the best known and most
to
now
The democratic party, by a vote of
side
has
and
gone
join Ahlrich,
missed will be .Senators
the citizenship of the United States, iagreebly of Massachusetts:
Crane and his1
- Depew,
Burrows,
Next to
Nat. Bank M has
East Side of Plaza,
OuggenCrane,
been given full and complete conor South friends. The nominal majority of the
trol of our government. It therefore, heim, of Colorado; Gamble,
of republicans in the senate has give;:
of
Curtis,
Texas;
has a wonderful opportunity, and is Dakota; Br.iley,
anil
Fos-I away to a majority of democrats,
of
Kentucky;
on trial, as was the republican party Kansas; Paynter,
which
ihe
real
majority
Dela-- :
on trial when the immortal Lincoln,! ter, of Louisiana; Richardson, of
serves special privilege finds itself
w ith .his
great love for all men, re-- i ware; Brown, ot .eoraKa:01 i;nggs. , opposed by a
combination
miuu..-ew Jersey; weunore,
Civil war
fused . at the close of the
Poiudoxter, Gore, Bristow,
Tw ,;.
.
,
,
,
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of the south. If the democratic party Perkins, of California.
LpoBsible to sav at this time
Footwear.
heeds the mandate of the sovereigns
Some of these went down in the pn-- j Umt p
deinocrat who has come in
en-nation-t- he
will
in
of
the
j maries, some as a result of changes
people- -it
are the principles which have determined
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Take, for example, that latest
Benat0I.,al primaries is stead- ,
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Different
ing shoulder await the workings of,
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and
TABULATOR SET KEY
....j!ldaho.
the next four years in nation and
Frye, of .Maine, have died.
There are some tory holdover men
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no
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Respectfully,
W. Aldrich. has vanished. When Taft
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MIGUEL A. OTERO,
0verinaUi Smooti
a
was
there
Attest:
Chairman. came into office in 11109.
Soutnerland but opposed to these
K. C. BURKE,
repuoncan party majority ot lories,
there is an increa8ing number of men
eluding in addition to those mention-- , me j h gha wiIliamSf Poiiidexter,
Assistant Secretary.
ed above, such familiar names as Reed,
Kern, Hitchcock, Myers. Bristhese, now all absent:
tow, Vardaman and Chamberlain.
OF THE NEW
ANCIENT TAOS IS
There has been much speculation as
Aldrich, of Rhode Island; Bulkeley,
FITTING MATERIAL of Connecticut; Burkett, of Nebraska; to the party control of the senate.
Burrows, of Michigan; Carter of Mon- This speculation is a waste of time
In a letter from Bert S. Phillips, tana; Depew, of New York; Dick, of in view of the fact that there has not
AND
the noted painter of Indian and west- - Ohio; Dillingham, of Vermont; Elkins, been a vote in the senate in the last
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six
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when
the
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Virginia;
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Chamber of Commerce of Santa Fe Piles, of Washington, and Scott,
against general welfare. The sooner
another unique attraction West Virgina.
Santa Fe, November 17th to , 20th, 1912.
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The Set Key of the Decimal Tabulator eliminates all hand setting of the
friends. the people understand this the more
These were all Taft's
for all those who visit this portion
in choosing
Tabulator stops. It makes the setting of these stops for any kind of form or tabuof the state. Mr. Phillips asserts They were assistants in passing the intelligent they will be
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WILLIAM FARAH

BY A TIGER. BUT KERUV AS EUER
TO ACT THE MOST DARING THINGS EUER
SEEN ON THE STAGE.

BY GERTRUDE

1ng atyourself at the outside
.) .distance.

M. PRICE,

Tfie Daily New Mexican

Moving

Pic-tur- e

Expert,

Earth, sea or sky. have

terrors

no

for Kathlyn: Williams, the beautiful
-

and

W

'Am. a

at

j

"Jlahnerisms positively stare at you
from a' picture when they would pass
unnoticed on the stage. The searching light of the picture camera seems
to "have revelled in your faults.'
....'Daylight houis, the opportunity to;

j

'

tfy

Capital 'Bar

vatlon and spent about a month
among the redskins, then drifted in- to Montana.
Lack of funds caused McCarthy to
sell the horse and he took up with
an advertising concern, doing the
country-widadvertising for a well- at
known tobaoco.
When arriving
Culbertson, Mont., lie learned there
was to be a battle in the town he
cided to stick around n Ml see the
fuss.
He tied in with one of the
i
He
principals as sparring partner.
had, from his earliest youth, liked
boxing and whether aboard ship or
on land never let pass an opportunity
to fight.
January 7, 1911, he went in as a
substitute for a fighter who had "run
out" of a match against Walt Adams,
heavyweight champion of Canada.
.McCarthy put out the champ in the
second round.
on
He and Adams afterward wf-n-t
an exhibition tour and McCarthy at-- .
traded the attention of Tommy
Burns by beating Joe Grim, the "Iron
man" of Philadelphia. Tommy looked the big cowboy over und told him
he was liable to be champion of the
world some day. McCarthy, with this
into the
encouragement,
plunged
game in good earnest.
He first attracted nation-widfa.me
hv kllnf'Uiiip' Pnrl AlnrriR Pftlil

i

e

.Alive-

J

i

and

SCHLITZ
BEER

-'

CaliforniaaWines
Old Taylor Whiskey

he would like to know
Our stove experts.
Franklin perfected a heating stove that burned coal.
Our manufacturers have perfected the Perfection Heater,
which burns oil, the cheapest
fuel in the world. Our

Phone Orders Attended To
55 San

PERFECTION
Js Smokeless

Frzncifio

At

Masonic

I

Dcnvor,

Pubto,

Albuquerque,

ivs

t.

horse-woma-

n

11

e

COWBOY, SAILOR,

LUMBER-JAC-

K,

PRIZE

MAXIMUM SALARY,

SUFFRAGISTS
BURN OLD HATS
IN CELEBRATION

FIGHTER

-A-

LL

IN

20

5278-01597-

JAMES A. MASSIE,

2
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2

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

Madrid, Spain, Nov. 14'. Count
de Romanones, president of the
chamber of deputies, has been selected
man's Hall. Visit
by King Alfonso to form a new cabi- lish claim to the land above described,
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:0 ing neighbors welcome.
net in consequence of the assassination before Juan C.
S.
Com p. m.
Sandoval, U.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
of Premier Canalejas.
It was an- at Cuba, New Mexico, on
Passengers for the Beien cut-of- f
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
nounccd that Count de Romanones had missioner,
the th d'ay of Dec;mDer 1912
now
and Pecos
should
con-nec- t

T.

"

.

Valley points

claimant names as witnesses:
Ebudljten Guruie. 0f iA jara.

leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of 7 20 as
ODD FELLOWS,
Now heretofore. Connection leaves Albti
No.
2, I, O. O. F.
Mexico; Hilario Lucero, of Cuba, New! querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:2b
Fe Lodgs
Santa
Mexico; J. J. Salazar, of Cuba, New a. m.
meets
regularly
Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Mexico,
D. & h. G. Ry.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothMANUEL R. OTERO,
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
ers always welcome.
Register
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
New Mexican want ads. always
NEW
MEXI'.O
CENTRAL
RY,
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
bring returns.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects "Itn meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
"""
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
from No. 3 east.
I
I
THE AMERICAN
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
'

Are You a

Seller? An advertisa-men- t
in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real es
tate on the market effectively. It. will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

Pope Motor
Cycle
Horse Power
4

"

PRICE, $165.00

With Imported Magneto.
Motorcycle without a doubt with
left at the factory.

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

trouble

fight

Jim Flynn for the heavyweight championship of the world in Los Angeles
December 10, has been about everything else except heavyweight champion.
He has been a district messenger
boy, cowboy, farm hand, lumberjack,
deep sea sailor, bill "sticker", roust
about, and many and various other
things. Of all the fighters now in
the ring he has had the most pic--

(Fac-Simi-

,

j

,
j
;

i

j

k)

j

e

j

,

j

He wasn't

12

then.

Having riding.

He landed in the Sioux reser- -

Let us show you samples,

NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY,

8anU

Fe, N. M.

2879, Brother,
hood of Ameri-

can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri-

day of the

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
A little want ad costs tut a Tew
cents and brings wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican,
Try one.

Let Him Know It If you are out ot
you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
LIGHT SILENT AND RELIABLK. . state. If you have any special talPASH BROS., Ajrts., Santa Fe' ent, do nat hide it under a bushel.

HENRY
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pore Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J .
Santa Fe, New Mex.

PEERLESS BAR

characterim

Luther McCarthy was born March it took ' French leave" in the night him a fine saddle horse. With his difference.
started away alone and penni-- , gift horse he started out to do "some"

17, 1892, on a ranch owned by his and
father, thirty miles outside of Lin- - less.

le

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

a position,

1

will

32,

Venerable Master.

4

4

4

"wind-jammer-

Luther McCarthy, who

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection VNo. l, 14th degree. :Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets oa
the third Monday of each month at
7. 30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic HalL south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

LOCAL TRAINS

able-bodie- d

LUTHER MCCARTHY'S

C.

2

4

1

able-bodie- d

E.

2

1-- 4

been raised on a ranch, he naturally
drifted into the corn fields of Kansas
season ovWith the
er, McCarthy ambled into Omaha and
landed a position as an advertising
He held this for a
bill distributor.
few months, then landed a "berth"
with the Western Union Telegraph
company. He delivered messages and
the number on his cap was "1323."
4kt,
Strange coincidence,! but it was in his
13th ring engagement that McCarthy
hung the "23" sign on Carl Morris and
made a leap into the limelight.
4
The old wanderlust again took hold
of the big boy and he made the jump
to Los Angeles. Stopping necessarily, many times along the route, he
gathered eating money by all manner and kind of work. In southern
California McCarthy spent several
months, then journeyed back to St.
Louis, but did not tarry long, making
tracks for Boston, Mass. Once there
McCarthy hiked to the wharves and
seaman."
shipped as "an
all right, but was
He was
not a sea'man, so on his first day out
was reduced to the position of apprentice. The boat he was on was an
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-cla- ss
"
and it took
four months to make the trip to Buen- stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
os Ayres. From there he shipped
subordinate
twice around Cape Horn, then on a not intrust its selection to a
for
bark
China
and
Norwegian
Japan.
It was off one boat and onto another And, if you wanted to make your business Stationery
for three years with him, finally 100
efficient, you would specify
landing back in Buenos Ayres and
wathen making his last trip on the
ter "jumping" the boat on which he
had shipped from the Argentine capi-tal to Boston, when it was outside
of Mobile.
From Mobile,
McCarthy roamed
FIGHTING POSE. '
into the lumber camps of Pine Hill
'
Luther was always out- - and later into the coal mines of Bin
coin, Neb.
Water-Mardoors and most of the time astride a Creek. His stay at each place was
lik-- j
not
his
to
work
the
short,
being
horse.
...
The De Luxe Business Paper
His next stopping place was at)
His mother died when he was less ing.
Nashville, Tenn., where he took a
than two years of age, but it was not try at work in a dairy, but left it to because by comparison you would find that COUPON
until his father sold the ranch, in j go to work in a construction gang at
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
lttOl, that Luther struck out for him- - bridge builders.
Having seen the greater part of the
self, making his first stop at the
pressiveness, and all that makes stationery
home of a relative in Colorado world, McCarthy went back to his
Springs, Colo. Here he stayed for first love, looking after cattle on the really productive,
range of the northwest. Inter- nearly two years, attending school,
much against his wishes. He had no fering at a time when the ranch own- - Just Specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
g

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
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ministers.
Count Ramonones has held portfol-- ,
ios in various cabinets. He was for- nierly minister of the interior, minis-ter of justice, and minister of public
instruction.
Senor Moret y Prendergast, former
premier and minister of justice, has.
bfen appointed president of the chamber of deputies.

YEARS- -

p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY,

P. O. E.
The following are the time table
Santa Fe LodgeNo,
'
of the local railroads:
P. O. E,
460, B.
"A. T. & 3. F. Ry."
holds its regular
Department or the Interior, U. S.
Leave
session on the secLand Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
8:10 a. m., to connect w.tli No. 3
ond
and fourth
October 21, 1912.
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Wednesday tf each
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
month. V i i t ing
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, m
p. m.
brothers are invit, 191., made Small Holded and welcome.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
for SW
ing Claim No.
connect with No. 1 westbound and No. FRANK T. BLANDY,
S
N
NE
N
NE
SE
Exalted Ruler,
2 eastbound.
NE
W
NW
NE
SE
P: M. A. LIENAU,
NE
NE
W
SE
NE
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. ill
NE
NE
SE
NE
SE
Secretary.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
NE
E
SW
NE
NE
nect with No. 7 westboun i and No. 4
of Section 3,
NE
NW
SE
Fe Camp
Santa
eastbound.
Township 21 N., Range 1 W., and the
13514, M. W. A.
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3&
SE
SE
S
SW
SE
meets second Tuesm.
SW
of Section 34, Township p.
SE
each month, soday
m.
Leave
to
Fe
at
8:50
Santa
22 N Range 1 W., New Mexico Prinp.
cial
meeting third
with No. 8 eastbound and No. if
cipal Meridian, has filed notice of InTuesday at Firetention to make final proof, to estab- westbound.
4

SAYS ALFONSO

ilKr;s

Pittsburg, Kansas, Nov. 14. Woman suffragists of Crawford oounty,
Kansas, have arranged to celebrate
their recent victory at the polls in
this state with a big "bonnet burning"
here tonight. Every ;,woman attending the meeting is expected to bring
at least one last year's bonntt to
help make a big roaring boiifiro at
the city hall square. Men, as well
as women, are on the program for
speeches.

TIME TABLE ALL

Santa Fe. Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Moa- daj in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

PUBLICATION.

FOR

4

NEW MINISTRY
BV ROMANONES

H. P.

SELIGM AN,

Secretary.

j

NOTICE

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 14. With
the problem of maidmitin salaries disposed of, baseball inert representing
minor leagues making up the National
Association of Professional Baseball
clubs, expected to settle several matters relating to constitutional affairs
governing the organization.

I
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7:30 p. m.
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ARTHUR

1.
Chicaeo. 111.. Xov.
Albert C.
Jones, a real estate dealer, who sign- DOUBLE MURDER
ed $30,000 bonds for .luck Johnson in
CAUSES A NEGRO
an attempt to obtain the negro pugi- lists release from jail, was today senTO BE MOBBED
fenced to one year in jail for con-- ;
tempt of court by federal Judge
14. Preeca
Nov.
Landis. Jones, it was charged, sched-- ! i Tampla, Fla.,
uled property he had deeded to hisiNeiIs- a uero arrested for double
wife.
Judge Landis declared Jones murder at Mc intosh, Florida, yestor-hawas thot to death bv a mob at
"wilfully and maliciously lied
der oath in court in relation to his Ocala
today.
ownership of the property."
Neils v as charged with killing Miss
Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 14 C. .T.
Mary Ste venson, IS.'years old, an.1 J.
Crawford, a negro policeman, said B.
Bergen, 80 years old. Berges was
here today that he is going to Chicakilled v hen he attempted to save
go Saturday prepared to put up $200,-00Miss St'.venson from her assailant.
bail, if necessary, to obtain the
freedom of Jack Johnson. He says The girl's throat was then cut. Neils
two whit Cleveland men will pro- wearing blood stained clothes, way
A mob organized but offvide the collateral, but will not di- arrested.
icers spirited the negro to Ocala,
vulge their names.
yhere ho was placed in jail.

d

Selig photo players, whose
and quick action of actors who were live at home, the wonderful variety
pet ambition is to be the first suc- to rescue her at that moment.'
of characters and the chance for
opera
If there had been a single misstep jutudy are the chief inducements the
cessful woman hydroaeplane
or the Blierhtest del&v Kathlvn Wil- - Dlctures offer to the Dlaver.
tor in the world,
.7 f Harris
would have been crushed toi" "i like being a photo player because
One look at her fearless face is
J.J like doing the difficult, unexpected
death.
a good omen of the fulfillment of her
tne reason rm
But what is the daring actress like things, Myb
plan. "Billie" or "Unafraid," as her out of the picture? you ask. A per going to be the nrst woman hydroae-pianisfriends call her, has run the gamut f(.ctly unspoiled girl as natural and
The strange sensation of
of moving picture sensations all the genuine as a child; a remarkable flying through space fascinates me.
' "I am not afraid.
and a good conversationway from flying machines to acting
..
alist.
were
untamed
there
"Look," she whisperei as 1 started
in a cage where
Her hair is the real kind of golden. toward the door, "hardly anyone
lions.
She laughs as if life were a great big knows my life is charmed!
Clin lion navai. faf uart in vttr llO!!
song. And she talks as if the living
"See my talisman?"
own safety for the sake of a good of it were the best thing on earth.
She lifted into the light a tiny bit
picture.
At home, tne moving picture star, of ivory wonderfully carved in the
In the big animal film, "Lost in the who will dare anything to make her shape of a fish. It is the gift of a
Jungle," she was conyxelle.d. to.cr.ouch last "picture the greatest, reads and woman who saw Kathlyn Williams in
down within a few feet of a tiger, plays and cooks and eats and primps 1 moving picture adventure on a
and drop behind a projecting rock like any other girl. This winter while screen in a remote hamlet in Erg'
when it turned. There was some mis- she creates new roles at the Eden-dal- land.
understanding on one of the signals
studio near Los Angeles, and
and before she could save herself the plays the leading part in some big
a
animal leaped upon her and tore
new animal picture, she promises to
gash in her scalp which required six learn to operate the hydroaeplane. She
HAUE YOU SEEN
stitches of the surgeon's skilful has already made the preliminary
needle.
plans.
THIS ACTRESS
Another time, in the "Girl With the
Chatting about the pictures to me
AT
Lantern," she was obliged to lie she said:
in
picthe
a
himself
across a railroad track, until
train, "Seeing
moving
THE ELK'S THEATRE?
traveling at great speed, was within tures is the most helpful and the
50 feet of her. The only assurance most discouraging criticism an actor
she had of safety was the promise; can have. It's the severe test of look- -

Hall

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

-

siar of the

239 W

7:30.
ALAN R. McCOKD, W. M.
CHAS. E . LINNEY, Secretary.

Dealers Everywhere

j

Miss Kathlyn Williams and some of her favorite roles; as Maud Muller
(above) in ''Back iff the Primitive" and "Capt. Kate'' at the right and in
"Lost in the Junfcig" lower left hand corner.

in

Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
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MAN GOES TO JAIL.

i

MASCN.1C.

k.
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JOHNSON'S AFFIDAVIT

1.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

is tl: a result of years of scientific study and experimentation
It is today the most efficient and yet the most
ecor.' raical heating device obtainable.
The Perfection Heater burns nine hours on one
A simple, automatic device prevents
gallon of oil.
It is ornamental
smoking. Easy to clean and
(nickel trimmings, with plain steel or enameled tur-qu- v
ise-blLasts for years.
drums). Inexpensive.
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Wamego, Ivans.', Nov. 1!.- - Six wo:n- en, wives of prominent citizens of
Wamego. composed the jury in a law
suit here yesterday, in which botli

Correct Styles

j

H at

Find the

sCa

ves
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WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF STETSON HATS IN THIS CITY

In

MILLINERY

.lake Levy is steadily improving.
Lion special Hats at $3.50
PRICES
Mrs. Ellas Clark is here from Al- and other hats run
were
wontdeleiuuint
and
the
plaintiff
calde.
$5.00
$4.50
$4.00,
was:
the
which
in
and
ium
controversy
jen
F. V, Drake, the well known
$1.50, $2.50
lover the ownership of four white I ;
EACH.
b rman, is here from Hodges.
Rock pullets.
A. Ousdorf, a well known salesman mouth
Mrs. George Raiue of Louisville, a
Horn St. lx)uis, is a visitor here.
Caps and Gloves In Every Descrlpllcn and at the Lowest Prices.
125 Palace Ave.
Mrs. Silverthord, of northeast Pen-- ' village near here, accused Airs. Minn
nvElvania. is a visitor in the city,
Johnson, a neighbor with the theft
Airs. Johnson demand.Mrs. Hajward has returned from of the fowls.
mw.m.mjmmrw: m mm.mm w.
the east where sue spent six weeks ed a trial by a jury of women.
m
The testimony showed that both
visiting .relatives.
S
.lack Collins, who has been ill for Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. liaiue ra'Kcd
several days, has recovered and is white Plymouth RoU chickens ami
AND YOKE.
back at Zook's.
that, they both allowed their fowls to
s j
a mh
;: i it tos T a T
V.
J.
School
Superintendent
Es
run at large. After delihrrat inr two"
County
.
must l.e worn wlui klkui
iiiiinpi-the
uuil
Agual hours the jury returned a verdict of
costume flic tins'
Conway is today visiting
evciy
tor
The
vhii
this
seusilli.
in
the'
'Fria schools, and will leave
DRY
no; guilty, baaing their decision on
ul)oved;utimi is a fortunate one. for it m
ylves ;t perfect llnisli to yoiir'own, nor
.morning to inspect the two schools the presumption that the poultry of
does ttiiyihiiiK els,, uivo so utlui iral.l v
at Cieniga.
lie filed ol youili lis n iieautitul while
two women living so close together
dressing nt neck ami ilir.mt., The
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Weeks of Wyom- mixed,
might,
get
oosuiuier :i
easily
Mr.
designer knows how-tand
ling, New York, are visiting
do this. Tlie fLHUCT
READY-TO-WEA- R
FITima collar
Mrs. Weeks
mid deep or shuilmv .yoke emi only he
Mrs. .1. C. Candelario.
lit
to
ii
is
made
when
ns
worn
he
:i
to
before her marriage was Miss Alice! GRAND JURV Ifo
sepur.tte iinr.em. mute to nmtr measure.
uml titled like tiny oilier tinrment. It. is
Candelario, who was a student at the!
irmde on ii stroni; n, t imoy ;ind mny lie
COUNTY
her
before
m
of
Michigan
University
uuuld of any kind of t;ilimmille hiee or
t 'ri"es nuito.i fiinii
net..
si ii', up.
marriage.
TO
aeeordint; to ipialny ( Inee used.
Miss Goebel, the eldest daughter of
I nil unit sen the cuts, ami
Dresses,
iuavt; your
measure, lur one al
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goebel of this
A request
Nov.
X.
).
M.,
Roswell,
Pa.
in
Pittsburg,
city, is reported ill
THE W. H. GOEBEL CO.
You will find Women's Garments with distinction for Little Prices here
that the district court demand an
As this is the first time she has ever
audit of the county books and a deor by uiiiiointinent.
been in poor health her parents have tailed statement
SAN PHANCISCO ST.. PHONli
by eourty commisbeen somewhat alarmed and are anx-- 1 sioners as to the cost of the new
II! mrm:M:m w
JUIil.'illilVilR'
,f
ious for her to return to the perfect ;.ourl. house, supposed to have been
climate of Santa Fe.
a eoti I $1 (la, OHO are two of the important acts of the grand jury which con-- '
School of Dancing & Deportment
eluded a ten day's sitting here hist
::::
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND EtST C0MLM.
FARGO
::::
WELLS
Mrs. Test's Classes in fireman's Hall
night. The report fuvth'.r states that
SS ROBBED
the jury's investigation develops that1 Chilli rnii's C'lfi"VJ:i U'irins Sat Out.?'', 42 y m.
Schnol
(.met Sal.t?t. .'ft.
p m
the county commissioners have not l Hivrh
AUuit ( liiss, Ft inav. Nov. jsi. 8 to p. inA LARGE
l
Xuv.
t:H0
AKKtiDiblv,
in
law
1st,
Krulay.
p incomplied with the
publishing; I'rivaie Lt'ssuiis,
"
Fanuy PuuciUjf TiiunlHa statement of receipts and expend!-Lake Charles, La., Nov. 14. The turrg .)nUiI.iry ist, and not acted in
Wells " Fargo Express company's of - accordance with the provisions of the
in
Jn tne collection and expenditure: WILSON WILL
fice here wlis robbed of a package of if,
currency that is said to have contain 0 county funds. The jury also recom-- j
RIDE BICYCLE
Thornton mended police action looking to the
ed $25,000 early
today.
re- - maintenance of the high moral tone
who
LIKE A BOY
clerk,
express
Chevis, night
ported the robbery, has been arrest- of Roswell.
ed.
Princeton, X. ,T., Nov. 14. PresideRoom 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
nt-elect
According to Chevis, he left the of- HE
Wilson is going to lead the
DEAD
to
Pacific
fice in the Southern
depot
newspaper correspendents a men,,
"TF IT'S REAL ESTATE, IIAYWARD HAS IT.
BROUGHT
meet the
midnight train,
chase when he begins his vacation
He locked the safe and the front office
BACK TO LIFE next week. He said today that he
door. When he returned ten minutes
intended to make long bicycle trips,
a
later, he said, he discovered that
M.
D.
Nov.
j.'as he has been accustomed to do for irnfaTifiiftrfflfairfiTT""
el Hn nf the hnildine.
Washington,
ho
years on his vacation in England.
ston
thoutrh
nulse
his
i
had
virtually
w
i
Ayicooi
against, wnicu a uumuci
president-elec- t
will sail, on Sat- AKERS-WAGNE- R
i"-..u.,
narVaepa linrt heen nt ed. was ajar.
atternoon
tor
tne retreat, a
maa'
back
of
the
from
the
brink
grave by
He found the safe still locked but a
and today physl- - snort instance trom .now rorit, where
lonbnp nf mnnev which he had ciansaf inthea plumotor
10 Kpe,ul a lnouni anu
local
Are
believe he ne ,s
hospital
piaueu uieieui wa iiiiDisiiiB.
e win ue a party or correspoiKl- ,
.
u fll tivo
inei
m.
oan
14
inree
.ov,
Merit, Texas,
A
ents along who already are training
Hoffman, a former member of the for the
dits stole $4000 from the First Na-- j
bicycle
journeys.
an
marine
and
with
enviable
corps
tional bank of Merit, early today, then
escaped in an automobile. They got service record in China, and the Phil-- - SALOONS CLOSED IN DES MOINES
into the bank's vault by the use of ippines, has been ill for some time beDes Moines, la., Nov. H. With the
cause of fever contracted in the Ori-nitro glycerine.
ent. Despondent, he is said to have police and deputy sheriffs making a
taken fifteen grains of virulent poison, final effort to preserve peace in the
COLORADO COAL IS
He was rushed in an automobiie to a,tlJamsters strike here, Mayor Hanna
NAVY.
USED BY OUR
hospital. He apparently was dead. Ar- - today again ordered that all saloons
Denver ,Colo., Nov. 14. A report of tificial respiration by utilization o the in Des Moines remain closed. Gov-- ;
recent tests on board the battleship plumotor was resorted to with appar- - erno1' Carroll yesterday notified the
Maryland to determine the efficiency ent success. Physicians regard the cify an(l county officials that any
more riots growing out of the teamof Colorado coal has been submitted case as remarkable.
sters' strike would mean the calling-outc the Colorado Fuel & Iron company
of tiro state troops to maintain
by the navy department.
order.
This report shows that the Colorado
11
J
UNTIL
product is adapted to the use of the
NOTICE!
navy and that it will be considered
The secretary of state, after giving
available in the event of war.
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
every automobile owner in the state
During the last summer the navy deBest Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
14
of
Nov.
One
Wis.,
the
Milwaukee,
order
with
an
ample opportunity to procure the
partment placed
of
LINE
alienists
the
examining John Schrank state license for his car. as provided
Colorado Fuel & Iron company for
Primero the cpnfessed assailant of Theodore by Chapter 2S. Laws of 1912. has in- 1000 tons of coal from the
mine, near Trinidad. The coal was Roosevelt, today said privately that structed the district attorney of Santa
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
delivered to the navy at Mare Island, Schrank shows evidences that he Fe county to bring suits for the collecwe carry two desirable patterns, the
considers himself a deep student of tion of said tax against all those who
California.
AND THE
DIANA
lie
is
that
BOQUET.
thinks
he
to
failed
caphave
psychology;
comply with the law.
lable of adjusting any wrong and that
San Frncisco;
lie thinks he is peculiarly .fitted to
Reliable Jeweler
Stuiet
be a judge of the psychological merit
of the question affecting the public.
is intcrestec and should know
flboi't thp vnnHrrfiil
I will guarantee you to stop that itch in two
Hence, the alienist said, Schrank
second.. A 25 cent bottle wi.i prove it.
MARVEL Wf.ir.ina Sara
The new Vaginal Syringe
No remedy tliat I have ever sold for might again come to believe in the
est most convenient.
t
Eczema, Psoriasis, and all other diseases use of force to correct political ills
cleanses instantly.
of the skin 1ms Kiven more thorough.
and therefore might be dangerous to Atk ViiordruBL'iFtror il7
satisfaction than the
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
r
w js m.
thiJ
If the alienists renort If he cannot mnniv ...
D. P. D. Prescription for Eczema human life.
MAmm
,
nmn
niiai no oilier..
srr.mn fnr lll.,,r,wl
Saturday Judge Backus expects lO hue send kiM
I guarantee this remedy,
ei.
It nivm juii partlcu- set
the
Mondav
of
as
date
denosition
CAPITAL PHARMACY,
lars and directions i..vnltublcto ladles.
.
,
,
Santa Fe, N. M.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
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and $3.00

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
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There is absolutely nothing in Underwear for
Men that will equal this line. Try them.
There is some pleasure and comfort in wearing underwear that have a distinctive style
and shape and have not grot that scratchy
feeling that keep you squirming ail day. With
these garments you will not know that you
have anything on, but be as warm as toast
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A NEW LINE just re
ceived in the CORRECT

OUR OVERCOATS

FRENCH COLLAR

D

in any weather.

JULIUS H.GE ROES

the new
1 1
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LADIES'

Moderately Priced Coais

CHAVES

WaNTS

Stetson and Van Gaul Hats, $3 to $5. f
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Skirts and Waists

Suits,
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

GO.

GOODS

SELIGMAN

LF

nrt-fu-

(irays and Browns

K.
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STYLES FOR MEN, and in the beautiful and

SELIGWiflN

J

TRUST GO.

!(.

1

IE!
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NSURK AND BE SURE

When

CAPITAL $50,000 00

E

doubt, hesitate, meditate,
then call on or phone

j

JOSEPH

Soes a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

J.

-

wcm

-

FURNITURE CO.

THE

Showing This Week
Complete Line of

'

.

A HOME
AT A BARGAIN

FOR SALE

House with Bath and Electric Lights;
lot has a frontage ofilSO feet, 50 fruit trees and
lawn. Location one block and a half from State
om

Capitol Building.

Parlor Suits, Sofas and
Rocking Chairs.

j

!

I

Everything in the Furniture Line

j

REAL ESTATE

i

1

j

ISCHRANK THINKS
IT HURTS
SAYS ALIENIST:

SURETY BONDS.

Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New
19 San Francisco St.,

Mexico-

A SPECIALTY.

UNDERTAKING

t

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE

MANAGER,

C

Vice President.

B. LAMY,

HAYWARD,

WAS
THEN

east-boun- d

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.

B.

-

t

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

j

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

I

JO Red.

Next Door to Pos toff ice.

BRIDE'S,

Stop That Itch!

H. C. YONTZ,

Every Woman

mmm
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Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPER1

H,

S. KAUNE

& CG.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Dispensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

E. LAS VEGAS,

Accurate

Returns

Work-Qu- ick

Telephone 9 W

If yqu use embossed stationer?, you
A live paper makes a live town. can do no better than
place your orIt.
Read
Ve are makln a live paper.
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request Our styles and forms are
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 strictly up to date. '

MONEY

PHILA.

SMELTING & REFIMrXG
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

863 Chestnut St. Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

DENTISTS
We will buy vour Gold filings. Gold Scrap!
KiKhett
and Platinum.
prices paid.
TO

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.

- v
New - Mexican' want
bring returns.
j

.

ads. always

vnu

Flour.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Fresh
Buckwheat.
Self-Raisi-

ng

New Citron,

Lemon

I Orange Peel,

Seeded Raisins, Currants
Sweet Cider.

AND

SUICIDE.

Pittsburg, Nov. 14. John Mathews,
aged 35, this afternoon shot and killed his wife and another
woman,
whose name the police do not know,
and then himself. The tragedy occurred in the apartment occupied by the
Mathew's family on the North Side.
Xo cause for the crime is known.

A!
r swiMHrUnC
i
tj

State
Buckwheat

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attenticn and the Eest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WALNUTS

New York

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

;

.'ov. 14. An
Washington, D. C,
agreement between fhe United States
;and Russia to take the place of the
commercial treaty of 1S32, the abroga-- i
tion of which becomes effective Janu-- :
jary 1, next, has been virtually reach-- i
ed, according to information from high
official auOiority.
Nothing as to the
exact nature cf the, agreement is an--;
ncunced. it wati declared probable,
however, lhat it would be worked out
satisfactorily to both countries before
the day w hen the old treaty would ex-- '
.
pire.

MURDER

ENGLISH

!

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

False Teeth send us.
for each Set of old
p id for old Gold, Silver,
Highest pricesBroken
Jewelry und Preold Watches,
cious StonPS. SEND BY RETURN WAIT. ,

2?

912

NEW

5

104 DON GASPER ST.

COLORADO SALOON

took-iei-

London, Xov. 14. The house of
commons this afternoon adpourned
until Monday acting on the suggestion
which is believed to have emanated
from King George himself.
The proposal w as made by Speak-- !
er Lowther, who Intimated that it
would be advisable "for the house to
take further time to consider
the
pcints at issue" between the two factions in regard to the home rule measure,
A graceful
apology from Ronald
McNeill, the unionist member who
hurled the book at Winston Church- j ill, first
lord of the admiralty, during
the disturbance last night, helped to
ccol the atmosphere today. Churchill
accepted the apology with equal heart-- !
iness. Speaker Lowther in his remarks suggested that the members
take a period for relaxation and em-phasized the undesirability of parlia-- :
ment departing from its established
precedents. He could not help think- ing, he said, that some solution of the
difficulty might be found which would
be acceptable to all parties and would
be more In accordance with prece-- l
dent.

S. KAUNE

8

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
,
for Safe Quality

'

09058-104S1-

Would you like what they
a flexible keyboard?

call

That, is, if you depress the
wrong key in the column, by
depressing the right one you

Burroughs

j

j

Adding

Machine Co.,

W. H. LOW, Sales Mgr.,

j

December, 1912.
as
witnesses:
Claimant names
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres.
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kennedy, New Mexico.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Lend Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
NOTICE

November

5, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Henry
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
who, on December 9, 1907, made homefor SE
stead entry No.
4

05143-1250-

El Paso, Texas.

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Register.

Township 12 N.," Range 8
E
Meridian, has filed notice
r
Proof,
of intention to make
to establish claim to the land above
'described, before Harry C. Kinsell, IT.
is. Commissioner, at Stanley, New
Mexico, onhe Cth day of December,
Section

35,
X. M. P.

five-yea-

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room

U

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FF
Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert
It I .
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs,
Work for the New Mexican.
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer, working for you, for Santa Fe and
New Mexico.
the new state
1012.

i

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.

New Mexican want ads. always
returns.
bring
You cannot get up to date printing
Work for the New Mexican. It U
bossed wotk. Several lines to mak
for you, for Santa Fe and
r
working
and
dr8 taken for engraved
state.
aew
me
selection from.
em-ou-

Box 702,

JDHNW.MAYES

4

2

"

1

H.

'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice is hereby given that Pabla
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
who. on March 5, 1909, made Home
stead Application No.
forj
and Lot 3, Section 5, j
SW.
S.
New
9
Township 13 North, Range East,
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
final
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register and
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the Clh day of

Different Keyboards

restored the
automatically
wrong key to normal and
set up the proper amount
to be printed on the machine.
Other people like the
which prevents
any possibility of error in
having your fingers strike
the wrong key in the column after the right one has
been depressed.
We make adding machines
to suit people; to suit the
conditions under which they
have to work.
We make both kinds of
keyboards.
Of course, we make the
best of both kinds, because
we scientifically standardize
the results. We can't afford
to do anything else because
we take care of the machines
after we eell them.

-

jFamily Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
San Francisco St.
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Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

THURSDAY,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND

F

J. PALEN,
President.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santo Fe Postoffice
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
view
New
He
Mexican
The
English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly

M.

William F. Brogan

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, par year

91.00

the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
Time

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
and there is plenty of it. Now is the 3
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M.
THE VALLEY RANCH,
SeasonNowOpen for

$1.25
(1.60

Weekly, six months

Organized in 1870.

la

Growth

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dilly, par ytar: by mall
Dally, lx msnths, by mall

OF SANTA FE

BANK

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

.Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight Glddlngs.

Vice-Pre-ide-

The Oldest Bank in the State.

General Manager

Stauffer

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL

President

Bronson M. Cutting

PROFITS, $250,0
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AH Kinds of Game,

r

SO

HERE AT HOME.
lout, there is no evidence of the ex-- !
It is testimony like the following
penditure of the people's money.
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
Where has it gone?
REMARKS "'sideline
We take, or try to take our visitors; far above competitors. When people
out to Tesunue. It is a pretty drive right here at home raise their voice
and an interesting bit of western in praise there is no room left for
We have me the old tin can and hescenerv a,1(j western life. I3ut
the;dUDt- Read the public statement of
ours.
n0-- a Santa Fe citizen:
!roacj leading out is execrable.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St.. Santa
it.
bo(lv haa dm, ..,. ,,...,.
N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
Fe,
Everybody loves a booster except
Wliy?
1
a knocker.
The condition of the section of the,t0 conflrm the l,ublic .B.tatenl?"t
111
01
auuut
aReV
rl,IS
l)rillse
citv in the neighborhood of Johnson
seven years ago. I found them to be
The time to boost is while the boost-- '
s anoa 01 lower fai- never
I
ing is good, uet busy.
ace avenue is not only an outrage, but an excellent remedy and have
merit!
for
to
their
vouch
hesitated
a menace.
when an opportunity has been present
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J The way to boost is to boost.
it
is
Why
neglected?
ed. For two years I was i; bad shape
knocks a knocker.
Why is nothing done?
from backache and kidney trouble and
It may be that the taxpayers' when Doan's Kidney Pills were
Boost and the world boosts with
STUDY MAN.
league will be able to find out.
alone.
'
and
knock
knock
brought to my notice, I resolved to
you
you;
Schrank, the man who shot Roosevelt, is a "matoid or crank.
them. I procured a box and they
try
So was Guiteau, the slayer of (larfleld.
THE SPIRIT UNIVERSAL.
not only drove away barhache, but
The development of Xew Mexico is
So was Czolgosz who killed McKinley.
Our old friend Thomas P.
the passages of the kidney
Help the good work, who has been back home for Gable,
So was the man who killed Mayor Harrison of Chicago, and the would just starling.
a few tegulated
secretions and toned up my entire
along.
be assassin of Mayor Gaynor of New York.
days, leaves this evening for Dawson, system."
Are these men different from the rest of us? Isn't there some way to
in this camDamn is nlain takinS wiUl him about forty men who
The
For sale by all dealers. Price 5o
tell them from the rest of us? There are snakes which are harmless and.
are Koin8 to work iu tlle Dawson coal
Co.,
nts. poster-MilbuBuffalo,
iiit
we
do
to
want
Fe
the
Santa
gents,
Hut we study snakes so as to be able,
useful others which are veneniou
mines, where the scale of wages is vovv vnrk Krle nsrents for the United
ball or don't we? It's up to you.
to tell the one from the other.
liinh and where eKiincinl
attention is o.4
,
oiaLca.
mock-- j
Not in the pedagogical-psychological- ,
Why not study men?
Remember the name Doan's and
New Mexico is going to be the! ')aid to the safety of employes.
men
mem
in
Mrerranu nere 10 get men take no other.
iouuiuiui ico, 'p.ejpsj state in the union Do you'
uie uin nam
biuuj
i"oies
sociological way in
but in a big, governmental way. We might then learn the causes of crime jbnov what there jg
Now .Mexico? for the mines was brought about by
from the
.
We might find that there is tome way to tell the rattlesnake-mathe far off Balkan war, which has
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
the harmless and useful from the venemous.
gartersnake-maThe tombstone belongs in a ceme- - brought out, throughout the United
UNITED STATES FOR THE DIS-- I
We have the subjects for study in our penitentiaries and reformatories
not jn a town. The knocker car-W- States, the spirit universal, which is
(ery
OF NEW MEXICO.
TRICT
hire them out to contractors. We lash their back. We lay on them ,.jeg a c.eniet(ry of blasted hopes implanted in the heart of every man.
United States of America, Plaintiff,
burdens too grevious to be borne. But where do we study them? Nowhere, arollm wjti, njm
From the cities, from the factories,
vs.
,
Most of these men are criminals in environment, and in studying them,
from the mines in America men have
The Sierra Irrigating Ditcli Com-- !
we should be studying normal men. Some of them are abnormal men. The
When you write back east to that thrown up their positions, and hasten-- !
Defendant.
study of them ought to enable us to tell the abnormal from the normal.
friend of yours, tell him to put his ed back to the land of their birth, fill- pany,
No.
78.
to
How
much
has pauperism
There is pauperism what is its cause?
money in his pocket and come right ed with the fire of patriotism, to aid
It appearing from the complaint in
If there were no, poor, how much crime and degeneracy out
lo with crime?
their countrymen in the overthrow of
There's plenty of room.
the above entitled cause that the same
would there be?
the tyrant Turk.
is commenced for the purpose of reFrom the Dawson mines alone, went
We send the body of the criminal to the dissecting table for study;
a cloud upon the title to real
125 men to offer their services, per- moving
why not study him when alive? The dead criminal does not react very well
estate of plaintiff, the United States
to laboratory tests.
lives
their
for
their country of America, within the district of Mew
haps
which they love.- The. governments which have to deal with these unfortunates, should
and it further appearing that
Mr. Gable told me that the demand Mexico;
establish agencieB by which the lives, the history, the heredity, the physical
the Sierra Irrigating Ditch Company,
acfor
men
of
of
be
on
all
sorts
should
studied
according
throughout Colorado,
qualities and peculiarities
people
defendant herein, is not an inhabito the best laboratory standards, but for governmental reasons. And the
count of the war, was greater than the
of and can not be found within
tant
can be filled.
people in trouble with the government should have special attention.
said district of New Mexico, and
"The proper study of mankind is man!"
There is something inspiring in it. the
said defendant has not voluntarily
It is the true patriotism, it is one of that
in this cause;
appeared
the great qualities which the Almighty
Now, on motion of plaintiff, it is orPLATFORM PLEDGES.
has given to human nature. It is the dered
The pledge in the democratic platform to submit an amendment to the
by the court, that the said despirit of love, of sacrifice, of devo-- fendant do plead, answer or demur In
constitution limiting the presidential term to a single one, is fraught with
tion to a great cause.
this cause
the 6th day of January,
,
very great importance.
Si
we see H
uv anuJ ...men ....
a A. D. 1913. by
wnen
Of course, platform pledges are not always taken seriously and it is
great emergency arises; when the
It is further ordered, that as pergently hinted that the next president of the United States does not regard a
honor and the life of one's own land
convention pledge as binding on him at all. On the other hand, it is also
is in the balance, and the spark ofiEonal Bervice 011 sald defendant, the
whispered that another distinguished member of the democratic party with
true patriotism flashes into a consum- - Sierra IrriSation Ditch Company, can
a vision of 191b' before him, considers this particular pledge, of which he is
not be had as shown by the affidavit
jng flanle.
the acknowledged parent, the most binding pledge ever written into a party
'we forget sometimes that it exist- - 01 Lery ' Moore- Esq" filed herein
"Wal now thet hev got rid ov them ed at all. We
of kerneplatform.
think of the coal min- - and made on the slxth
air
cans en them leeves,
A' D' 1912' that a C0W ot thls or- Out of this divergent view may yet arise the specter of disagreement thur tin
011 day after day at their ber'
. ... nau enm
going
n
t
them
i.,-ls,
.tt.nshun
which may lead into rupture as effective and spirited as that which finally
rk down in the darkness, away from der duly certified under seal by the
thur chickuns," says the Old Codger.; the
be published in the Santa Fe
put the old republican party out of existence as a political organization.
sunlight, and come to regard their. clerk,
It relegateB the
into the impossible class, and in case oi "I air still a figurln on a gettin me amiosi.
New
a daily newspaper pubMexican,
as macniues witnout otner
thorobreds en a
lished within the District of New Mexadoption, the three contestants in the battle just over, Wilson, Roosevelt and si,m ov them thur
man
tne
toil.
uay
darn
by
mougiu
day
intu th chickun bizness, gol
a week for six consecutive
Tatt, could not appear as leaders in the next struggle for political supremacy. grin
x... ...kiij. tu...
n.r.,.i iuh, coe men comes tne trumnet cull. All ico, once
In spite of the apparent disagreement on the part of Mr. Wilson with .1
he
la8t Publication to be made
8'
is
else
-'
Sanforgotten. They drop the pickl wef
this partj pledge, it still remains an agreement between his party and the thet yu can not raze chickuns in I
one week before said return
at
and
the
musket.
I
is
en
Patriotism
seize
kin
air!
thet
know
Fee
yu
ty
people.
tu show 'em, en thet's a fac, by awakened and their country is calling. clay.
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New
There is no valid excuse for not keeping It. The democratic party will asoin
11 is tlle
spirit that makes humanity
heck."
have the president, both branches of congress, a sufficient control of state
Mexico, this sixth day of November,
great.
,
A. D. 1912.
legislatures, to make certain, with the support assured by republican legislaAll to'gether for a bigger, prettier,;
AVM. II. POPE,
tures, the ratification of the proposed amendment.
REMOVE THE CESSPOOLS.
better Santa Fe. No one can afford to
It might, would be, in all probabilities, a wise provision and would give b; a knocker now because there is no; j understand that there is a city;
Judge.
to our republic a more secure footing still and would be an anchor of safety rcom for a knocker in Santa Fe.
ordinance forbidding the using of United States District Court, )
in any future political storm.
)ss.
cesspools within the city limits and
0
District of Xew Mexico.
)
Take the time as you go along, to it appears as if the ordinance was!
I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the United
tell the stranger within our gates that being violated.
CHANGE NEEDED.
is the oldest, newest and livest
down Washington or IJn- - states District Court for the District
this
Coming
The next session of the legislature will be confronted with one of the
ccln avenue mornings, between Marcy of New Mexico, do hereby certify that
rr c n i a old burg in the country.
n V. .r
.irtL-!ninni.tnn, rmnotiAnD .lint nnn.i.. . r. V. t, nrr r. i A rtwn
.street
and Palace avenue, there is, at tne above and foregoing Is a true and
an
New
tor
and
that
bodies,
is the question of
adequate taxation system
to make a times, an offensive odor. An inquiry correct copy of an order of court made
are
There
places
trying
lexjco
noise like tourist resorts that haven't Ird to the information thq,t within that on the Cth day of November, A. D.
The state board of equalization which closed its session in this city a
even as historic old tin cans as block there are two cesspools in oper-shor- t 1912.
time since, found the taxation condition in our state, in a most unsatis-Witness my official signature and
H M here ,n ganta pp ' Wake ation in violation of the law.
h
factory condition, and without remedy unless some further action is taken
This is a matter, not of private con-b- the seal of said court at Santa Fe, in
ain't' a cemetery
the legislature in putting authority where it belongs and opening a way
jvenience, but a question of public said District, this 6th day of Novemt
for gathering information from another source than that of county officers,!
health, and needs immediate investi- - ber, A. D. 1912.
which is not successful and not always reliable.
nuu "L'i'o"of1
HARRY F. LEE,
(SEAL.)
we take Santa Fe as a matter
There can be no proper equalization of assessments between counties course, but as a matter of fact, Santa
It involves the health of the city,
Clerk.
under the present inadequate and inefficient system.
Fe is the best tourist proposition in which is a vital matter and should
be given immediate attention by the
hat New .Mexico assessments are not equalized is not even open to argu- - the whole of North America.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
authorities. The question of care and
ment. That they should be equalized is simply justice to the people of the
cleanliness in our cities has become Sanchez nf Kri.H
state.
Mn,
one of the big questions of the day who
The published records of the unjust method of taxation in vogue in New
THE BYSTANDER
on March 5 19og made H
and is receiving throughout the couii-- ; stead
Mexico, which have been given in this paper recently, emphasize very strong-- ,
for
Application No.
SEES IT
ly the great need of a reform and a thorough equalization, not between counSW.
n?a,n
and Lot 3. Section 5,
P7 tcnsiderat'to ThejS.
non0 Township 13 Nerth,
ties, but between the people and the corporations and between the people!
elULd.a"m.ent
Range 9 East. New
importance In every city.
and land grant owners.
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
A TAX PAYERS' LEAGUE.
Just now we are all boosting for
The people will look to the legislature for a reform in this important!
The citizens of Santa Fe, grown Santa Fe.
We are all trying to put;aroof. tn estnhliRh Plnim t th
matter, and w ill demand a just regulation and honest equalization. Failure
on the map.
money expended
10 give auenuon 10 mis matter win be remembered in the future. That a .weary of having
above jescribed before Regi9ter and
with no apparent results are going to
Let us have a care. Do not let our Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
lesson can be administered by the people has been recently demonstrated.
form
a
tax
payers' league, and make neglect or carelessness at this im-- ; Fe. New Mexico an the fith dv nf
n
'
"
The experts now say that the stable fly is a carrier of infantile paralysis
Tn
n
1SL
"tt
d a fl
n, V
kee)er
-,
"
as witnesses:
a
is
The
to
small
creature
the
....
fly
burden
which
of germs
"i'"" Noberto
germs.
.,,,,,
pretty
,
..
carry
tt
f,
i epuui-- . tioreucio
"""
S. Torres
nijuie
Sanchez,
he is said to bear, but it is generally admitted that he is guilty as he seems tuv uiumia ui iuv fApeuuiim-t- oi uie'"-i"-v'",
our
of
city just on the eve ofjyuan Garcia. Hipolito Roibal, all of
people's money and try to discover t;n
to have been caught with the goods on him.
where it goes to and why they can-- ; wnat seems to be the dawn of a new Kennedy, New Mexico
0
not discover any benefits from the!
MANUEL R. OTERO.
"The cooking in Boston, taken all in all, is the best of any city in the taxation which is hv nn mpani liirht
carelessness just now may give us
Register.
United States," says Dr. Wiley. It will be remembered that the doctor is a but which does not seem to he used a sethack from which we may be
m maKing a recovery, we can-devotee to baked beans, and no one can deny that they do know how to to any
jecus
public advantage,
PUBLICATION.
not afford to do it. Nothing can sol n NOTICE .FOR
univc ueaitrs ill Dusiuu.
....
,
.
Tho nitino wM Hl,
o
B"Li?iu
where any money is being expended
nd Office at Santa Fe. New Mexico.
.
"If you have incipient consumption take a flight in an airship," says Dr. or has been expended for the better-November
.
"f ' "
5, 1912.
and that
0
ment of our streets and roads.
is
Notice
Fleming in Berlin. That would be likely to effect a sudden cure, anvway.
hereby given that Henry
t
climate
f
ti
P
Where has the money gone?
iL CooPer. of Stanley. New Mexico,
0
dom from d,.P'
.
Who. on December 9, 1907, made home- Who got it?
We nave .
tllB nnmft nf h
Let's see. what is the name of the sacrifice who is going to be put in
stead
for SE 4
Why cannot the citizens discover! health giving city.
tee President feherman s place? O. well, it is immaterial, anyway.
We must hold Sectionentry No.
35, Township 12 N., Range 8
some tangible results from the ex-- , jealously to that
reputation. Abolish
penditure?
A California woman who is making a study of politics, asks:
How did
of intention to make five-yea-r
:
Proof,
Thaa otq ti,a
4..4
Wilson win?" By getting the most votes, Janey.
to establish claim to the land above
ttna
uuub that
tutf taxpayers league is
uiai. ffc
tT ...... r Vtrxall TT
Joseph McCaffrev. Vice Pres. fnr
kp
T?
'
8'hg to investigate and members of;Nebr. Greeters of American, Omaha,
.
at
T.
ree
'
a"'
De'cembel
f the
"l
recommend Fc MeS kZ he 6th day
positionmdoerhemcan
"ft" ' and
expenditure ley's Honey and Tar Compound as a 1912.
.
u
01 me money rareea Dy laxes.
8ure cure fof
and coig x haya
Claimant names as witnesses:
ne of "r leading citizens was used it myself coughs
War always awakens sympathy, but somehow, it is diflicult to stir up
and have recommended
O. C. Heyer, Julia Downs, Albert
r
canting 10 tne Bystander this morn- - it to others whn havo Bin0 tM m
any for tne lurks.
Brown, B. F. Cooper, all of Heyer,
n
ing. He was protesting
about the 'its treat curative nowr in rllaon.oa Xew Mexico.
as
well as the European Turkey is facing gloomy days road conditions.
The American
Not only in Santa of the throat and lungs." For sale
MANUEL
R, OTE96,
by
Fe's streets but in the roads leading all druggists.
just now.
"Register.
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J. B. READ,
Cashier.

!

"

FOUR PER CENT

..

PHONES:

(4)

j

n

n

e

DELQADO,

'

j

OP

I

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native
and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don
'

Caspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

1

j

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

j

0-

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
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FRANK McKANE,

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
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-

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
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HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN,"
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of Pittsbursr, fa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation SkSKtfffi!1
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The Equitable Surety Company
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Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, alt
graduates from atandardKa stern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.

Regents
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Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

Valley. 8.700 feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air

0ol43-1250-
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West Point cf the Soaiiwcst

Located
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been from the southwest, as if usual-ly is, it would have blown the fire
vhoh
into tho tall grass and our
northern country would have been
endangered. As it was it ran down in- lo the short grass und was more etiEily controlled. Logan Leader.
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have neglected my health because I was too busy with my work to is also
The
James Rarray, Denver.
entering pay ground. Both
York fire department from IN";! to were searching his pockets.
attend to myself properly. I suffered greatly eveiy month and was
of these are in virgin territory. The
Mr. and Mrs. W. ('. Lortg, City.
18S4, is dead at his home in Jersey robbers got $90 in gold and silver.
on the verge of a nervous breakdown.
Al. DIAZ,
DR.
first 20 days in October yielded 22,-- j
H. Brook, Buckman.
E.
Pinkham's
wrote
to
City. He was S7 years old. He was a Davis then returned to the depot and
"I
you about my condition and took Lydia
550
oz.
;
of
and
po-bullion
silver
notified
G.
and
R.
DON GAS PAR
and
later
the
his
gold
17
RESIDENCE,
recommended.
family,
Schenk, Philadelphia.
fire fighter from the time he was
Vegetable Compound and the Blood Purifier as you
15,500 lb. of
lice.
P. J. Kelly, Denver.
concentrates;
These remedies have done wonders for me and I can highly and
AVE
years old.
720 tons of ore was milled during the
11. N. Greene, Los Angeles.
widely recommend them to every suffering woman." Miss Mixnie
Phone, 220 Red
j
ended October 26.
week
Xo.
D.
F.
Sam
Erickson.
R.
1,
John Schlechter, Denver.
co
Geneva,
Iowa,
Shaver,
OFFICE
202 WATER ST.
M.
A.
Socorro Drifts have been advanced
JamUon, Boston.
A COLORADO GIRL'S CASE:
M. L. Kahn, Pueblo.
50
east
on
both
and
the
ft.,
west,
FOR FALLING
GENTS
Montrose, Col." I was troubled very much with irregular periods.
Phone, 9 J.
Norten Nelson, Denver.
eighth level, and the
Sometimes two months would elapse. I suffered severe headache,
11.
is
Louis.
shaft
Fred
Sandeir.an, St.
being sunk to ninth
was weak and nervous could eat scarcely anything.
hours. 1 to. P.
44
level. The'soo. 700 and S00 levels are
F. W. Drake, Hodges.
1 took both Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood
all yielding a good tonnage of milling
Mr. Sullivan, City.
Purifier and the result was wonderful I feel like another person.
OW
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How
Read About These Three
They Were and How Their Health
Was Restored by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
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"DANDER!"

orncc

1 think your remedies are the best on earth and cannot express
my thankfulness to you for what they have done to me. I help njy
neighbors when they are sick, and I shall always recommend your
medicines." Miss Ella MoCandless, Montrose, CoL
44

Is it not reasonable to suppose that a medicine that did
so much for these girls will benefit any other girl who is
suffering with the same troubles?
Does it not seem the only sensible thing to give such a
medicine at least a trial ? You may be sure that it can do
you no harm, and there are lots of proof that it will do
you mucn good.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
for feCompound has been the standard remedy
male ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself who will not try this famous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
many suffering women to health.
has restored sotoLTDIA
E.PUKHAX MED1CISECO.

y

Write

(COSFIDEST1AL) LYSJf, MASS for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.

ore.
Deadwood

L. F. MURRAY, M. D

CORONADO.

.

C. F. Newsom, North Carolina.
Five bars of gold and
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
William Mowry, Providence.
silver bullion were shipped for secD.
Galisteo.
Cat ton Block, Palace Ave,, next
ond
Angel,
cleanup, in October. Durdoor to Wells Fargo Kx.
Santiago Madril, Encino.
Old
ing the week ended October 2G, 350
Don't Pay 50 Cents For Worthless Hair Tonics-U- se
B. F. Hell, Hereford, Texas.
tens of ore was milled and 35 ft. of
PHONE 233.
Reliable, Harmless "Danderine" Get Results.
Matias Velarde, Velarde.
Residence Palace Hotel.
development work done in the mine.
EUROPEAN.
Fine milling ore is coming from the
Phone Maki 63.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sanders,
lowest level.
Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy Danderine from any drug store or'
Oaks Co. Eight out of the nine
jhair is mute evidence of a neglected toile-- counter, and after the first apMrs. Brooks and children. New
awful scurf.
W
development headings now being adscalp; of dandruff-t- hat
pjcatjon you will say it was the best
.
vanced by this company are yielding York.
.a uu.miiE
'" riVPStmpnt vnn over .nnrto Vn.ir1.nlr.
iiicic
to
Is
Practice
With
CioingS. J. McLaren, Clifton.
a good grade of ore, which is being
tne nair as aanuruu. n roos uie
immediatelv take on new life,
DR. K. H. MILLER.
sent to the custom mills. Shipments
ot its lustre, its strength and its very ,llstre and ,uxuriance wWch jg gQ
George Toles, Clifton.
Specialty . , Obstetric.
.,
October 2CH
for the week ended
life; eventually producing a feverish-- , ,.olltif,
BADLY HURT IN COLLISION.
ness and itching of the scalp, which flulTy anj haye tne appearance of Office, 1 15 Grant Ave., Sa.ita Fe.
amounted to 102 tons.
14. Frank if not remedied causes the hair roots abundance. an
Nov.
Owosso, Mich.,
Deep Down During the week end-- '
gloss
incomparaIjIe
,
, RnftnpSK
ed October 20, 90 tons of ore was ship-- ! Kuchar, a laborer, 35 years old, is in to shrink, loosen and die then the
,,.oafin ' It will not pay you to waste your
,hat
a critical condition, his left groin hav hair falls out fast.
ped to the custom mill.
you most will be after just a few tlme writing out your legal forms
A little Danderine
weeks' use when you will actually see when you can get them already print- ing been penetrated to a depth of
tonight now
ed at the New Mexican Pr'nting
An Unseen Enemy a biograph at several Inches when he collided with anytime will surely save your hair. a iGt 0f fine, downy hair new hair
; Company.
a rig while riding his bicycle.
Get a 25 cent bottle of KnowIton'sgrowing an over the scalp.
the Elks' tonight.
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The European Hotel, centrally lc-- at less than the cost of the paper at
cated. State Progressive Headquart-- ; the New Mexican office.
10 pounds
supplies
ers in the hotel.
for 50 cents.
conditions and blank proposals will he
Dr. Daehne to Stay News from the
Praise for Mayor Lopez RegardHit in licit Jin.
Mill it.!,)
Brazilian party In San Diego is to the
ui:
furnished upon application to the Su- J8
fx;,
X less of political or other faith, Santa
I Ik
no OlIUT. iMV or THII
THE WEATHER.
Feans are toduy praising Mayor Lo- - effect that Dr. Daehne, minister of
perintendent.
Santa Fe. N. M., Nov. 14. For
"Tin Can Day," agriculture of Brazil, is to remain In
pez for instituting
Aim t's
it it
ye.irakiu.wrnis lit ;t,
Hy order of the Board of PenitenNew Mexico:
Tonight and Frlwhich they say is one of his acts San Diego until 1915, looking after
tiary Commissioners.
day fair; not much change in
which will mark his administration (he exhibit Brazil will make.
it is
JOIIX E. McMAXUS,
temperature.
for "clear, government." Tin Can dayjsefe to say that great Brazil will make
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP- Superintendent,
tvae a success i;nd the mayor Is to be n monster exhibit, too, for Brazil is
PLIES.
Santa Fe, N. M.
alive to the value of publicity and
congratulated,
' '
Bills for furnishing six months' sup-- i
IN TELEPHONING
local agent of the Bees a golden opportunity to talk to
Clcssoi:,
The Mew Mexican. ;r your business Studebaker Automobile company has
plies for the state penitentiary will he; ..Subscribe for the Santa F New
People of this and other lands at
receive until
o'clock a. ra., 'ovem-- j Mexican, the paper that boosts all lis about advertising, subscriptions or been
San
the
exposition all through
most
the
notified that
Importher 20, 1912
the time and works for the upbuild- f job work, please call up "31 W." If Unt automobile announcement
ever the ear 1915. Dr. and Mrs. Daehne
of groceries, ing of our new State.
Supplies consists
you wish to speak to the editor or give 'made will
Santf Fe recently with the
,
appear in the Saturday
maae
a"Q
"a"
any news, please phone "31 J."
week.
'Evening Post this
friends here. Mrs. Daehne is an Ohio
J
The arch at the nortneast corner oi .rl flnd nnBsesaes a charmlnsr ner.
If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
be- - BOna1itv
Born to Rev. and Mrs. B. Z. McCul-loug- the plaza has been taken down
cause
are
to
and
beams
be
the
posts
14,
:
November
a
Ghost, Ghost at the Elks' tonight.
THE HOME
girl Thursday,
Hoth mother and daughter are used in the assembly room of the Old lt.g g00'd
1912.
Of Quality Groceries
ramce wnere tne ivxiuuiuuii
is
doing well.
Bill" Wood', son of Mr. and Mrs.
hiKtnllt.rl
npw rljiv li; rnmp
See our Pajarito Ranch Apple WinB.
Wood, was operated upon this
are!'1'
Fe-to old Santa
the
city planners
dow at GOEBELS.
at. St.
.1. A. Massie
there
be- - morning by Dr.
to
to
how
Fe
show
Santa
the
The Woman's Auxiliary and
Vincent sanitarium ror an injury re- a
not
but
beautiful,
merely city
Guild of the Holy Faith Church will iCtme,
ceived, it is thought, when he fell
Ths Most Important
meet at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow nfter-- ! ia city comfortable and hygienic,
from a shed several months ago. His
The Climate Again .Much has been condition is
noon :'.t the home of Mrs. Kaune.
reported good.
DAY OF THE YEAR
s
of
Fe
climate and that
Santa
Plain and fancy sewing. Phone 127 said
Always a good show at the Elks'.
the city possesses the ideal weather in See it
J.
tonight.
From a
But how nbout winter?
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and f.lunmer.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Conall qualities, io pounds for ."() cents. Where on earth would such delightful tent.
CULINARY POINT OFTIEW
November days he found as Santa
New Mexican office.
That Exhibition Plan All eye3
To families desiring to put up meat Feans now are enjoying? The winters now
are turning toward the Palace
We Are Ready to
I
deof
or sausage for winter use
can
Egypt and the summers of Alaska) of the Governors where the much
Take Your Order liver dressed hogs from 175 pounds oama re seems u. nave a ngm to ta.ed of New.OI(1 Santa Fe Exhibition
to 200 pounds at 14c per pound. ciaim, judging by tins nranu or
Plan is being installed. Should Santa
ORDER AHEAD AND GET A GOOD ONE
Frank Owen.
Ko be interested in this plan? Arnold
Aid Society of the PresbyterAs To Landmarks A good many V. Brunner, an authority on city plan-- ,
Phone 4. ianThechurch
Phone 4.
will meet with Mrs. Nud-ing- , people are asking: "Will the city plan ning, replies to - this question, say-- i
Lincoln avenue, Friday afternoon toon to be shown at the Old Palace, i:.g: "The desire for a better, more
at half past two o'clock. All members destroy landmarks of Santa Fe?" It orderly, more liveable city is abroad
are requested to be present as final is well known that good city planning in the land . There is much loose enarrangements for the annual bazaar1 is careful to PRESERVE local trad- thusiasm, some curiosity and a genA NEW LOT,(
itions, old buildings, and everything eral desire to "do something."' Then
will be made.
i
RECEIVED Beautiful Blooming Plants and Ferns. i Any dentist or physician can teli that accentuates tii' individuality of a he adds: 'City planning is not a fad
in- today, it is a NECESSITY: it is not1
the importance of a tooth brush. city. Santa Fe's expression and
4
fc! you
will be preserved and not tin extravagance, it is an economy; It
dividuaiity
use.
to
children
Train your
its regular
Uoost
that exhibition is noi an artist's dream, it is a scien-- :
destroyed.
Zook has all kind and sizes.
One UlocU Kust Old San .Miguel Church.
J
tine reality."
plan!
W. H. Rapp ha3 sent a drawing of:
School
Superintedent John
County
Kent, Loonen's and Dupont tooth
Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
the Morlc y store building in Colorado brushes are the
very best money can V. Conway returned lust evening from
to II. II. I'orman for the Santa Fe
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.
buy, bristles guaranteed. Zook has a trip to the northern school districts,
Mr. Rapp is the them.
exhibition plan.
where he inspected and held parents'
brother of I. H. Kapp, and is a well
At Cuyamungue, Miss Am-- j
: meeting.
Here-Jay
prol-Turley,
Jay Turley
known architect residing at Trinidad,
is in charge, with
brosita
Rodriguez
in
New
ably the tallest progressive
Colorado.
Mexico, is here from San Juan county an enrollment of 38. At Pajoaque,;
All persons having rooms for rent, and is Rooseveltian from head to toe, Mrs. Sarita Pacheco is the teacher.;
from November 17 to 20, please notify 'some six feet six inches distance. ' with an enrollment of 42. At Ranchos
H. F. Stephens, city, giving street, think we did fairly well in our county of Ildefonzo, Miss Ruby Roibal has
number and rates. Answer not later considering the short time the pro-- ; charge, with an enrollment of 39. Mr.
than Saturday, November 11.
gressives had to organize," he said Manuel. Lilian has charge of thej
Eleaantly Furnished Rooms for rent. today, "and we see a great future for school in the village of Ildefonzo, with
The finest rooms in the city, having the progressive party in our county an enrollment of 02. Enthusiastic;
electric light, steam heat and baths, and state." Mr, Turley is a civil en- - parents'
meetings were held in these
FOR
HEADQUARTERS
Igineer of ability and is one of the; districts, and Mr. Conway states that1
San .iTuan conHtyr pioneers.
school conditions in Santa Fe county
HIGH-GRADCaptain Fred' Fornoff of the New were never better. A great deal more
FROM THIS DATE ON Mexico Mounted Police, has received interest is manifested on the part of
,a telegram from Mounted
the parents, this year, than ever be-- !
Loveless that the
tend fore, and the superintendent looks for
My Line of Made
which resulted in the death of oua of a
attendance in the
near Durango Sunday-- county schools.
Will Be Sold
Big the Trubys
Self respect requires
clean teeth,
night is at an end. Cox, Graves and
-m
v
Discount. ..
,
AND
Carmen, alleged leaders, went to Du- possibly only with care with twice-a-daand gave themselves up. It
brushing by you. Get a tooth
Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades rango
will be remembered that the New brush today. Zook's Pharmacy.
at cost. Black Plumes at a
Mexico Mounted Police were after the
Dogs As Joy Riders Since the au
Trubys some months ago but extra- tomobile has been introduced, the
large discount.
has been written about, as
dition was denied by the governor of
Colorado, it is said. There is no need well as the benefits derived from
Time Pieces
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
is not
of extradition
papers now Truby motoring. But the motor-maniReliable!
(
OCCASIONALLY.
confined to humans dogs get it. One
has crossed the great divide.
Memorandum Pad6 on good paper of the most striking examples of this
SflHTHFKTrnRVFRPI

yKIUH ESTER S

meats, hay and grain, clothing, leathSLLO er,
wanted,
etc. A list ot the
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curious nervous manifestation is seen chine for dogs to ride in, with a steer- in the handsome bull dog Jack Collins ing gear adapted to their paws,
In addition to having an
presented to Dr. Lloyd. The dog is a
thoroughbred and shows his fine dis-- j electric mill for grinding coffee the
position except when the automobile Mo(eru Grocery company handles the
is around. Then he must go
best grade of coffee to be had in the
ing. He climbs into the car and as United States in the
berry, and you
of the machinery is
the chuE-chuto
can
sfiit your in
it
have
ground
shield
wind
licks
he
the
glass
heard,
in his delirious
delight, showing dividual taste
canine affection for the motor car.
The Girl Reporter Big Scoop. It's
While the machine moves, bringing a Kalem and a good one at the filks
into sight new landscapes, the animal tonight.
whines with excitement. The dog is
hiotor-BtrucThe next invention of
New Mexican want ads. aJwayn
the age will doubtless be a small ma- - j bring returns.
j
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discovered U the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater! The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

THE
9 JEWELER

WHIstm
HOT BLAST

j

HIe&ter

E

j

WATCHES

record-breakin-

s

t

The air enters at the top, drives
thecombustiblegases into the

Cox-Trub- y

Hats
at a

fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used inordinary
heaters is necessary. The Wilson
is
making perfect combustion possible and a fire can
be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heaters for either wood or coal.
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The most perfect draft ever
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SHOES, SHOES
FOR EVERYBODY!
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Like the very best and Smart
SOME PEOPLE est things in Foot wearnad
nothing short of the NEWEST AND SWELLEST
STYLES.

THE

WOMEN who seek a Suit or

Don't care so much for style,
but are better pleased with

of distinguished appearance

must come where distinctive styles
are kept. Models that follow the fash
ion trend of the hour, but, in ways
indiscribable, prove themselves

good, comfortable and

easy-goin-

g

shoes.

MOST PEOPLE

INDIVIDUAL AND DIFFERENT

want both Style and Comfort Combined with Reason-abl- e
Prices, Good Looking and Well Wearing Shoes.

Our garments are eloquent
of SUPERIOR TAILORING, better styles and carefully
selected materials. The favored materials are

doesn't matter to which
s
Nov Keader the above classes you

from the ordinary garments.

Whipcords, Serges, Broadcloth, Diagonals, and Worsteds
IN ALL THE NEW AND PLEASING STYLES.

SALMON'S
S3

11

belong, your Shoes are here. Come in and we'll certainly take great pleasure in showing them to you.

The Home of Hart Schaffner

&

Marx Clothing

-

SALMON'S
IT
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